
On 30/07/2011, at 7:00 PM, Tony Ward wrote: 

Michael Goh _wRega 

Michael – Re the Head of Exhibition Management central committee role. 

I accept –  is my answer to the invitation. 

The list of functions seem to match SCB expectations. And mine. 

There’s a moment now to open up my aspirations re involvement in this project and some 
consideration of my perhaps other than symmetrical way of doing things. 

9 REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD BE DUBIOUS ABOUT YOUR DECISION 

1.There is more likelihood that I will be returning to Australia  when my contract with 
Swinburne Sarawak has run its course FEB 21 2012 than not. This is not whim driven but 
contracted from the beginning. Leave of absence from one job – finite contract with 
another. Things may change or be changed in the next six months. SUTS’s role is crucial 
if this were to be changed  but other commitments in Australia may still conflict. A 
quandry . I will be considering all my options but it is important to start off with the 
understanding that  I will be working hard to put in place all the necessary decisions and 
frameworks for IDW2012 in 2011 and would leave an onsite facilitation responsibility 
with someone else – also possibly locally based. 

2.Despite no defined role as yet I’m working on a first draft of formatting the program as 
a positioning discussion paper (HL) and a summary positioning statement (wRega/SCB.) 

3. They should be included in backgrounding the brief for the identity. I’ll have them by 
MondayTuesday I hope. As will I have a promised more pragmatic defining doc on the 
Mother Tongue Exhibit from Fareed. The suggestion in William’s recent email that we 
should/could become the vehicle for another installation I know nothing about by that 
name. An equally/hopefully quantitative ‘fact sheet’ is needed and should follow. You 
ask William – or I will of Fareed directly. 

4. Are there any more? A single minded focussing on these sorts of inclusions is urgently 
necessary from ICOGRADA if local decisions can be quantified against budget and 
happen on cue. Who/What is being programmed is still really a How Much Will It Cost 
question. New inclusions after the next week? From wherever – can only happen with 
new sponsorship. Is there a multinational camera brand you/KL can capture for proposed 
photography workshops.Does the committee have a strategy for getting KL based global 
technology brands involved – sponsors? 

5.I see that most ‘cost’ information is being set by the draft budget but I need help to 
understand the amount of money available for long haul presenters versus local. I am 
therefore keeping our invited speaker budget as small as allowable and looking at perhaps 
local presenters,seminars and cheaper workshops outside the auditorium as possibly both 
income earning and content contributing experience that will brand the Week uniquely. 



As a practice not academic designer I am motivated by a developing understanding of 
what will be attractive/and useful to our largely local/regional target v 
ICOGRADA/INDIGO global branding . I could be wrong. 

6.Not seeing the program as simply defined  by the core conference event as I now do, 
my draft therefore will propose a balance of passive and dynamic experiences for users. 
There will be big screen presentations , seminars and some exhibits we’ve discussed but 
also one that I think will be a synergising catalyst to draw the now separate goals(and 
budgets?) of IDW2012 and Creative Cities together. I think that a still vague 
Craft/Design/Cultural expo could well be better understood by ‘us’ if at its core was an 
exhibition presentation of the CC project and its aspirations. Some of the glue that we 
IDW2012 need to put a precinct based expo iswith them – with I assume  local 
government and possibly state government interest (funding?)– the CC definitions from 
UNESCO will deliver a focussed shopping list for ‘A Local Design’ market. The 
INDIGO imperative  to understand and celebrate not just a stereotypical indigenous 
agenda can be better understood by exemplifying and presenting the immediate 
 descendants of the traditional in Design – Edric Ong eg. There is furniture.There are 
ceramics. There are tattoos.There is food,music,art etc. that can represent this. Does CC 
see itself ready to be a possible sponsor of IDW2012? It would be the ‘creative’ thing to 
do I think. Sales in this event and the management and contracting of participants would 
seem a better task for the PCO than ‘volunteers’.Can of worms is a metaphor that jumps 
to mind? If their role is focussed on collections registration and such like this is 
expanding the role into another of our areas of income earning. I have no idea if their 
capacity includes  detailing the contracts/commissions for exhibitors or wherever we are 
sourcing – that would make them the focus for gathering the participants into a business 
model. 

7.Jamie also had a question of me re the management of ‘Sales’ relative to the Mother 
Tongue exhibit. Without a clear definition in front of me – yet – I believe that Mother 
Tongue is an exhibit. Not for sale as far as I know. Whether there will be collateral – a 
book or a catalogue which is for sale – I’m waiting to hear from Fareed. The 
aforementioned email from William is proposing an interested group from Europe – (are 
they delegates or contributors?) They will be contacting Montreal. I do not know that 
they will be passed down to the local planning level. I’d hope given the Montreal 
imperatives on budget to you they will get to you quickly with new content. A clear call 
to all interested parties (ICOGRADA to the world) about inclusion as they are now 
becoming actively interested. This needs to have deadline I think or a contingency 
budget. With the limited toolbox we’re working with the mother hen needs to be much 
more definitive – very soon –  about its expectation re content – if we are to shape a 
workable, successful event. 

8.Admitting I’m not a budget man will come as no surprise to anyone who knows me. 
The need for the ongoing program development to be correlated in budget/income 
(sales?) terms is a significant hole at the moment in my toolset. When the PCO is 
appointed will they be collaborative in the planning and execution with an immediate 
oversight and contribution to the process? 



9.Pro bono involvement for me is motivated by both a belief in stated INDIGO global 
objectives and the deservedness of a Very Local Design Incubator – KUCHING 
SARAWAK to be celebrated by local and global Design. I will at times express 
impatience witheven well meaning subversion of that – but always honour the rule of law 
as it represents the prevailing democratic model. And common sense. I’m a 
pragmatist. I’ll leave it to you to share the above in part or whole as you see fit. 
My thanks to you and the committee for giving my inevitable interest in the project,  a 
role. 

So let’s get this IDW2012 thing very right for what are very right reasons – salute the 
flag and let’s get on with it. 

Cheers 

AFW 

	  


